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89% of Americans use the Internet 
77% use smartphones - “mobile users” 
75% of all users looked online for health information 

third most popular online activity 
following email and search engine usage  



77% of patients use online reviews as their first step in finding a 
new doctor (Software Advice) 
53% of providers looked at physician review websites to 
understand their patients’ experiences and to improve their 
practices (Journal of General Internal Medicine) 
47% of patients would go out-of-network for a doctor who has 
similar qualifications to an in-network doctor, but has more 
favorable reviews (Software Advice) 
80% of consumers trust online reviews as much as personal 
recommendations (Wainscot Media) 
 
100% of online reviews “can” be faked or manipulated (Dr Scherer) 



“Double-Edge Scalpel Blade” 
Internet and social media are empowering society to take 

more involvement and control of their own healthcare 



Re-evaluate all your office print and digital marketing 
materials and advertisements 
Decide if you are promoting an office “Miami Foot & 
Ankle Specialists” or an individual “John Smith, DPM” 
Are you targeting one office or multiple locations 
Is it time to create or refresh your logo 
Obtain current professional photographs of yourself, 
staff, office, treatment rooms 
Are you skilled at writing, graphic design, photography, 
or creating short informational videos 



Can you do this alone or should you hire a professional 
Keep organized by creating a master document or 
folder to hold all your online account information, user 
names, and passwords 
You should “own” all your digital accounts and assets 
Collect e-mail addresses for all patients 
Update your website and/or blog 

descriptive URL web address (www.sandiegofeet.com) 
practice email address (drjones@nycpodiatry.com) 
add current content and relevant material often 
use search engine optimization techniques 
is your website mobile friendly? 

 



66% seeking a specific disease or medical problem 
56% researching medical treatments or procedures 
44% for information about physicians or hospitals 



On any given day, more people are posing health questions 
to Google than posing health questions to their doctors 



Search engine market share by queries 
74% Google (with 95% of all mobile search) 
12% Baidu (China) 
8% Microsoft Bing 
5% Yahoo 

Google is the #1 most popular website in the world 
Wikipedia is the #6 most popular website 

ranked among the first ten results in over 70% of health 
information keywords 

Yahoo is #7 most popular website 
Bing is #27 most popular website 
 



Technology that facilitate online creation and sharing 
information, ideas, career interests,  expression 

Interactive Internet-based websites and mobile apps 
User-generated content 

Text posts and comments 
Digital photos and video 
Any data generated via online interactions 

Users create service-specific individual profiles 
Online social networks that “connect” individual people 
and groups in virtual communities 





Google 
Facebook 
LinkedIn 
YouTube 



Yelp 
RateMDs 
HealthGrades 
Twitter 
Angies List 
Zocdoc 
WebMd 
Pinterest 
Instagram 
Snapchat 



Show up on google searches, maps, Google+, reviews 
You only need a name, address, phone, hours, and  
email address (gmail.com account is helpful) 
Google will create a free website for you in 10 minutes 
Add photos, create posts, reviews, Google Insights 
AdWords – pay per click, pay per call, view YouTube   













80% of Americans use Facebook 
50 million businesses use Facebook Pages 
1.4 billion daily active users (1.1 billion mobile) 
Average Facebook user has 155 friends 
Average time spent per Facebook visit is 20 minutes 
Every minute: 500,000 comments are posted, 300,000 
statuses are updated, and 150,000 photos are uploaded 
Like and Share Buttons across 10 million websites daily 
More than 100 million Facebook users belong to 
meaningful communities—groups aimed at helping 
users such as new parents or victims of rare diseases 



Need personal profile first 
Post status updates, 
news, messages, pictures, 
videos 
Friends and patients can 
post reviews 
Facebook Pages with 
smaller followings have 
higher reach and 
engagement rates 







#3 most popular website 
User generated video and 
professional video sharing 
1 billion hours of video 
are viewed each day 
Can create your own 
channel to post 
educational videos 
Provide short interesting 
videos on a narrow topic 





























Self assess your current online reputation 
Search your name on google and all major social media sites 

Monitor your reviews proactively 
setup “Google alerts” for your name to monitor the web 

Continuously update websites with fresh content 
License medical content for your website 

Treat every patient like a reviewer 
Request patient feedback on social media 

give patients a flyer with social media websites 



Respond to both positive and negative reviews 
Address negative critiques objectively 

call patient directly and have discussion offline 
do not violate HIPAA with defending complaints 

Overwhelm bad reviews with lots of good reviews 
Self-help reputation management software 
Hire a online reputation management professional 

$2,500 to $10,000 or more 
 
Do not lie, cheat, or post fake reviews 
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